A new nethod based on linear prediction technique in transform donain is proposed in this paper to achieve low bit rate digital speech trsnsnission.
icient is calculated using LP techniques from wh' ich the other two formants can be predicted at the receiver end.
In the case of unvoiced sounds,conponents from the mid sequency spectrum region are chosen and transmitted. Computer simulation of the system using Walsh-I-Iadamard transform results in intelligible speech recovery at 1.2 Kb/s. The proposed system is simple to implement compared with existing systems of similar transmission rates.
I-INTRODUCTION
Low bit rate speech transmission can be achi- The proposed method can be applied using any orthogonal transform but as the Walsh-Radmmard Transform (discrete form of Walsh) is simplest to compute and to implement we concentrate on this transform in this paper.
Since speech is produced by two basic types of soundm,voiced and unvoiced , and since their spectrum behaviour is different then for efficient tranamissiom each type is processed separately.
In the case of voiced sounds the first formant aequency is located and a prediction coefficient is calculated,usimg linear prediction techniques, which enables the receiver to construct the aecond and third formenta from the first one. For unvoiced sounds the mid-sequency region of the spectrum is chosen and transmitted(1).Adaptive Pulse Code Modulation(APCM) with one word memory was used for the quamtization of the coefficients (9) in both casea.Speech recoverd at the receiver end by performing the inverse transform on each frame is intelligible. The procedure results in 1.2 Kb/a speech transmission rate with a simple system compared with existing ones for low bit rate digital speech transmission, (Higher rates are of course achievable with a consequent improvement in speech quality). (2) where C. 's are WH spectrum coefficeints. A value of R=O3 proved to be good threshold level below which the sound is taken as unvoiced.
11-FOREANTS IN
In the case of voiced sounds the first fornmant is detected iistti.g a peak ptckiug aetb.od lu the. 10'S sequency region of the spectrum(1O).If one maximum is chosen from this region the probability that the first formnt would be axnoung them is about The rest of the spectrum can be filled in using a normalized average covariance vector corresponding to the position of the detected first formant.(from the covariance matrix discussed in section II) (ii).
For unvoiced sounds,the mid-sequency region is proved to be preceptually the most important region(1,5). This can be seen from Yig At the receiver end,for voiced sounds by refering to Table 1 Coeff.
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